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Disc Golf Course



Drop
Zone

Drop
Zone

Basketball
Court

300

400

20

On or over the parking lot or
pavement is OB. Lake is OB.
Mandatory left of tree near the
tee box. Go to drop zone with
one penalty throw for all throws
from tee or drop zone that
come to rest in the OB lake or
miss the mandatory. Normal OB
options for the rest of the hole.
Rocks on shoreline are
inbounds. Players may take 1m
perpendicular relief from the
rocks as if they were OB.

           1
Par 4

         633 ft



Drop
Zone

250

400

18

Lake is OB on left. OB on right
outside of roped area and on or
over pavement. Rocks on the
shoreline are in bounds.
Players may take 1M
perpendicular relief from the
rocks as if they were OB.

           2
Par 4

         615 ft



160

12

45

On or over payment to the left
is OB. Discs coming to rest in
the roped area to the right that
is hole’s 2 fairway are OB.

           3
Par 3

         260 ft



Drop
Zone

200

15

On or over path to the right is
OB. Mandatory left of marked
tree. Drop zone for missed
mandatory marked near
mandatory. Penalty for missing
the mandatory is one throw.

           4
Par 3

         423 ft



Drop
Zon

e

270

Ball field and outside of the
roped area is OB. For throws
from the tee area that come to
rest OB, the next lie is restricted
to either the drop zone or tee
with a one throw penalty.
Normal OB rules on the rest of
the hole.

           5
Par 3

         476 ft



515

Discs coming to rest outside of
the roped area are considered
OB. A basket to be used
Thursday and Sunday. B basket
to be used Friday and Saturday.

           6
Par 4
A 897 ft
B 885 ft



240

25

In or over creek on left is OB,
on or over pavement to right is
OB.

           7
Par 3

         275 ft



Dr
op

Zo
ne

Drop
Zone

Basketball
Court

Skate Park

180

75

Discs that do not land on the
other side of the first
creek/roped line should
proceed to the drop zone with a
one throw penalty. Surrounded
by water is OB. Over the creek
to the left or right near the
green is OB. On or over the
road/roped line or parking lot to
the right is OB. Past the roped
line near the green that goes to
the parking area is OB.

           8
Par 4

         793 ft



Drop
Zone

98

30

Outside of the roped area
(including the bridge) is OB. For
throws from the tee area that
come to rest OB, the next lie is
restricted to either the drop
zone or tee with a one throw
penalty. Normal OB rules on the
rest of the hole.

           9
Par 3

         354 ft



S M
ain St

Dr
op

Zo
ne

Discs coming to rest to the left
of the roped line are OB. Discs
coming to rest in the water or
over the water are OB.

          10
Par 3

         450 ft



Discs coming to rest outside of
the roped area on the left or
right are OB. On or over the
sidewalk/road long of the
basket is OB.

          11
Par 3

         300 ft



Drop
Zone

L a k e  R d

Water
Tower

300

19

Outside of the roped area is
OB. For throws from the tee
area that come to rest OB, the
next lie is restricted to either the
drop zone or tee with a one
throw penalty. Normal OB rules
on the rest of the hole.

          12
Par 3

         354 ft



E u r e k a  L a k e

DropZone

Drop
Zone

Drop
Zone

Volleyball
Courts

315

785

Lake is OB. Outside of the roped
area (including the land by the tee)
is OB. For throws from the tee
area that come to rest OB, the
next lie is restricted to either the
drop zone or tee with a one throw
penalty. Normal OB rules on the
rest of the hole. Rocks on the
shoreline are in bounds. Players
may take 1M perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if they were OB.
A basket to be used Thursday and
Sunday. B basket to be used
Friday and Saturday.

          13
Par 5

A 1080 ft
B 1170 ft



Drop Zone

E u r e k a  L a k e

340

465

Lake is OB. Outside of the
roped area is OB. On or across
the road is OB. Rocks on the
shoreline are in bounds.
Players may take 1M
perpendicular relief from the
rocks as if they were OB.

          14
Par 4

         805 ft



Drop
Zone

215

30

Outside of the roped area is
OB. On/over pavement is OB.
Mandatory left of marked tree.
To complete the mandatory, the
disc must also clearly pass
below some portion of the tree
when crossing the mandatory
line to the correct side. The
penalty for missing the
mandatory is one throw. Drop
zone for missed mandatory
marked near mandatory.

          15
Par 3

         315 ft



Drop Zone
Drop
Zone

415

100

Outside of the roped area is
OB. On/over pavement is OB.
Mandatory left of marked
telephone pole (approx. 200ft
from basket). No drop zone for
missed mandatory (use the
previous lie instead); penalty is
one throw for missing the
mandatory.

          16
Par 4

         606 ft



Drop Zone

Drop
Zon

e

Volleyball
Courts

175

Lake and outside of the roped
area is OB. Pier is out of
bounds. For throws from the tee
area that come to rest OB, the
next lie is restricted to either the
drop zone or tee with a one
throw penalty. Normal OB on
the rest of the hole.

          17
Par 3

         300 ft



Eu
re

ka
 

La
ke

Volleyball
Courts

Swing
Set

355

500

30

Lake is OB on left. OB on right
as follows: outside of roped
area, and on or over pavement.
Mandatory left of marked tree
(approx. 150 ft from tee). No
drop zone for missed
mandatory (use the previous lie
instead). Penalty for missing
the mandatory is one throw.
Discs coming to rest within the
Swingset area may take free
relief on the line of play, no
closer to the target.

          18
Par 4

         711 ft



Disclaimer: Map locations and distances are approximate and subject to change or removal. No
warranties will be made, stated or implied concerning the accuracy or completeness of data
presented in the mapping.

Legend

Yellow stake on course signifies 250' to basket
Orange stake on course signifies 500' to basket

Special Note for Eureka Lake Course:


